Average middle ear frequency response curves with preservation of curve morphology characteristics.
For the validation of modelling results or the comparison of middle ear interventions, such as prostheses placement, average responses of middle ear vibrations are needed. One such response is the amplitude and phase of the vibration of the stapes footplate as a function of frequency. Average responses and their standard deviation are commonly obtained by calculating the mean of a number of measured responses at each frequency. A typical middle ear magnitude response curve shows a number of distinct peaks, and the location of these peaks varies between ears. By simply taking an average along the magnitude or phase response axis, the typical fine structure of the response curve is flattened out, delivering an average curve which no longer has the typical morphology of an individual response curve. This paper introduces methods to avoid this problem by first aligning the typical curve features along the frequency axis prior to calculating the average along the magnitude or phase axis, resulting in average magnitude and phase curves which maintain the typical morphology of the curve obtained for an individual ear. In the method, landmark points on the response magnitude curves are defined and the frequencies at which these points occur are averaged. Next, these average frequencies are used to align the landmark points between curves, prior to averaging values along the magnitude or phase axes. Methods for semi-automatic and manual assignment of landmark points and curve alignment are presented. After alignment, the correspondence between the original landmark frequencies and aligned frequencies is obtained together with the warping function which maps each original magnitude curve to its aligned version. The phase curves are aligned using the warping functions determined from the corresponding magnitude curves. Finally, a method is proposed to compare the data set of an individual measurement or model result to an aligned average curve in terms of magnitude and frequency by applying the alignment procedure to the individual curve.